
Faith at Home… Replace Harmful Words with Helpful Words        Ephesians 4:29 
 
Cleaning house.  One reason we want a clean house spiritually is because we belong to X 
New guidelines for conduct in our new home.  We are to be disciple makers in our homes.    

Replace lies with telling the truth        Replace anger with self-control 
Replace stealing with giving  Replace harmful words with helpful words 
Replace forms of anger with kindness     The supreme virtue is love: imitating Christ 

PRAY 
 
Verse 29   Do not let any harmful words come out of your mouths, but only what is helpful for 
building others up according to their needs, that it may benefit those who listen. 
A renewed mind leads to replacing harmful words with speaking helpful words: words that build 
up a person.                    Negative, positive, motivation/reason 
 
Harmful words  
The Greek word -profane, worthless, vulgar, spoiled rancid fish, rotten fruit, “foul or abusive” NLT 

     This is like the putrid smell of death, summertime and a dead deer  
Latter in Ch. 5 he will deal with words that are foul and obscene or dirty words or jokes.  

    Here, as we see the positive and reason in this verse,  
he is not taking about just bad words, but:  

words that are profitless and slanderous      words that would hurt another person  
       speech that works against building up     
       communication useless to helping the growth of others 

Destructive language vs building up language 
 

      Death and life are in the power of the tongue.” Proverbs 18:21  
 Words can bring life or death.           Words carry vast power.   

We personally know that words can also be the death of marriages, churches  
friendships, hopes, and reputations.   

      Yet at the same time words can make marriages beautiful, friendships happy 
families strong, and churches healthy.  

 
Why do people say harmful words? 
Again most of our problems are found in these 3 statements: 

It is a heart issue. Jesus in Lk 6:45  “What you say flows from what is in your heart.” 
What is in your heart?  A dead heart produces death.  A heart full of sin produces a  
      tongue that delivers corruption.  A heart of ignorance produces a tongue of deceit. 

On the other hand a redeemed heart gives life.  A living heart produces a gracious  
tongue. A faithful heart produces a truthful tongue. A peaceful heart produces a 
reconciling tongue. A trusting heart produces an encouraging tongue. 

 
An incorrect view of God. 

      You belong together 
A deficiency of a person’s self-image. 
  When you don’t have your security and worth of who you are bound up in  

your position in Christ, the tongue can be damaging to others. 
A critical heart produces a critical tongue.  A haughty heart produces a gossip 
and judgmental tongue. A bitter heart produces sour tongue. An unappreciative 
heart produces a grumbling tongue. 

We want to give you an example of how this can happen. 
He’s got my number skit     9 min                         Pastor Erik    romans 12:9-13  NLT   



Verse 29  Do not let any harmful words come out of your mouths, but only what is helpful    
 
Words can harm or they can help, we are to put off and get rid of harmful words and use only 
Helpful “good” words 
The opposite of rotten words are good words the word “good’ is here just like in previous verse 

A renewed mind leads to replacing harmful words with speaking helpful words:  
words that build up a person. 

 How refreshing it is to be around a person of good, healing helpful and …. Words. 
                  Prov. 10:11 The mouth of the righteous is a fountain of life 
  
Build up “grace” others 
Not surprising that the word grace is found here. 4:12 build up the church 
To help a person function in the body of Christ we are to grace them with words. 
     Just as in the previous verse we said “God blesses us so we can bless others”, here 

God gives grace to us that we may give grace to others.   Or stated another way… 
The grace of God gave us life at conversion,  

now may the grace of God give life to your conversation. 
 
 
So what will come out of your mouth today, death or life? 
Let’s look at some ways we can replace harmful words with helpful words. 
    I need to state that the effect of words is not limited to just words of speech. 

We express ourselves mostly in our speech but… 
  The power of the tongue can include hands that write, type: 

 much damage can be done texting or posting notes on social media. 
And you have the profound power to bring life and encouragement to others. 

 
 
Let words of life come out of your mouth. 
     Your words can give hope to the despairing soul who feels helpless, hopeless and worthless 

There is a great ministry that can happen during your conversation and Fellowship Time.   
Your words can spread the gospel.  Rom. 10 
This can be very challenging, yet by the Spirit, it can be done.  Yield to Him. 

      The tongue is such a powerful force-for good or evil. Be resolved today ‘I will give life’ 
Today, be a person whose mouth is full of life.             Proverbs  “fountain of life”. 

      How can this be done? Jesus - What you say flows from what is in your heart.   So… 
Fill your heart with life by soaking in Ps. 103, 145, Phil. 2, Titus 3:3-8   Ps 34 
 
 

Let words of edification come out of your mouth. 
This chapter has been talking about the unity and the purity of the Body of Christ 
Building up others the body of Christ according to their needs. 
We are to excel in the gifts that “build up the church”   
One of the greatest spiritual gifts is the one that “strengthens, encourages and comforts” 
Today, be a person whose mouth is full of grace. 

      How can this be done? Jesus - What you say flows from what is in your heart.  So… 
Fill your heart with grace by soaking in Eph 1, 3 Heb 12, Roma 8, 12, Phil 4. 

 
 
 
 



Along with words of edification it is important to also state… 
Let your words compliment in public and if need be confront in private. 

Sometimes we try to be funny at the expense of another, and in a sarcastic tone we 
think we are exposing truth but in the end hurt others.   

As older dear friend of mine once told me “sarcasm never helps”                
Encourage more than you critique.  
Seek opportunities to speak kind, tenderhearted words.  
Say something affectionate to a loved one at an unexpected time.  
Seek to only speak words that are “good for building up”. 
Lift up your kids 

Let them know when they do something good. loving and empowering words. 
To make it most effective these words must fit the occasion and be in relationship. 
 Today, be a person whose mouth is full of gratitude. 

      How can this be done? Jesus - What you say flows from what is in your heart.  So… 
Fill your heart with gratitude by soaking in ... Colo 4:6   Phili. 2:1-5 
 
 

Let your words be harnessed.   Master your tongue and at times be silent.   
Be “slow to speak” James 1:19; 3:1-4   Think of the skit.  Our words can negatively 
change the course of people’s lives.  Controlling the tongue is not an easy thing to do. 
This can only be done as we surrender our whole lives to Christ and remember that 
when we call Him Lord that makes Him our master of our words also.   
Today, be a person whose mouth is controlled and submitted to Jesus. 

       How can this be done? Jesus - What you say flows from what is in your heart.  So… 
Fill your heart with control by soaking in James.  
 

Let your words be a reflection of your heart seeking reconciliation if damage has been done. 
If you have said things in the past that hurt someone make it right,  

find them on their turf and clear the air 
Today, be a person whose mouth and feet seek restoration and reconciliation. 

       How can this be done? Jesus - What you say flows from what is in your heart.   So… 
Fill your heart with reconciliation by soaking in 2 Cor 5:18-19; Matt 18:19; Phil. 2:1-5.  

 
 
A renewed mind leads to replacing harmful words with speaking helpful words: words that build 
up a person. 
 
 
 
Maybe add these words at the end 

The hearts of some speak from their lips, with words that know the brokenness.  
And sail the soul like summer ships, to stop in ports of tenderness,  
And weave comfort with a Holy stitch, that binds all sorts of emptiness.  
The hearts of some speak from their homes, magnets in this scrap-iron life.  
A splint to stranger's broken bones, a temple with a front-porch light.  
A balm of blessing from the fight. A door of day in the weary night. 

 
 
 
 


